Using the computer algebra program GAP, we show that all crystallographic groups in dimensions at most 4 are distinguished from each other by their sets of finite quotients.
Introduction
The classification of the isomorphism types of crystallographic groups in a given dimension is an old problem. Fedorov and Schonflies gave in 1895 a list of the 219 crystallographic group types in three dimensions. This list was later extended to dimension 4 [4] , and with the assistance of computers Plesken and Schultz [11] have calculated the number of space groups in dimensions 5 and 6 and presented an algorithm for constructing them on demand.
There has been much recent study of whether residually finite groups, or classes of residually finite groups, may be distinguished from each other by their sets of finite quotient groups-particularly those groups connected with low-dimensional geometry or topology. Examples of pairs of distinct groups with the same sets of finite quotients have been found by Baumslag [1] , Hempel [9] , Stebe [13] and others. 'Rigidity' results showing that certain groups are distinguished by finite quotients (either among all residually finite groups or among some subclass) include [2, 15, 3] .
The examples of Baumslag [1] just cited are virtually abelian (that is, possess an abelian normal subgroup of finite index). The crystallographic groups are a natural interesting family of virtually abelian groups, so we ask whether such groups can share the same families of finite quotients. ( The examples of Baumslag, of the form Z/25Z ⋊ Z, are not crystallographic groups.) Question 1.1. For non-isomorphic crystallographic groups Γ 1 and Γ 2 , must Γ 1 and Γ 2 have different sets of finite quotient groups?
This paper, with the assistance of GAP, answers Question 1.1 positively for crystallographic groups in dimensions n = 2, 3 and 4.
Background on crystallographic groups
In this section we introduce the basic results on crystallographic groups, using [14] and [10] as sources. Let d ≥ 1 be an integer. Definition 2.1. Let Isom(d) denote the group of isometries of R d (with the Euclidean metric). A subgroup Γ ≤ Isom(d) which is discrete and cocompact is called a crystallographic group of dimension d. A crystallographic group is sometimes also called a space group.
A choice of basepoint 0 for R d gives an identification of Isom(d) as a semidirect product R d ⋊ O(d) with the following convention for group elements. The isometry x → a + Ax for a ∈ R d and A ∈ O(d) will be denoted by (a, A). The semidirect product structure is given by:
(a, A)(b, B) = (a + Ab, AB). 
It is important to note that these properties characterize the translation subgroup. Proof. Suppose there is an element b ∈ B A. We show that b, A is abelian, a contradiction. Let a ∈ A. There exists n ∈ N such that a n lies in the finite index subgroup B of G. Then a n = b −1 a n b = (b −1 ab) n . By normality, b −1 ab ∈ A, so since A is torsion-free abelian it follows that a = b −1 ab as required.
Corollary 2.5. The translation subgroup of a crystallographic group Γ is the unique finite index normal torsion-free maximal abelian subgroup of Γ. Definition 2.6. Let Γ be a crystallographic group. We define its point group to be:
Corollary 2.7. Let Γ be a crystallographic group with point group G and group of translations M . Then G is isomorphic to the finite group Γ/M .
In order to check properties of crystallographic groups algorithmically, it is of course important that there are only finitely many of any given dimension. Theorem 2.8 (Second Bieberbach Theorem, Section 2.2 of [14] ). For any number d, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of crystallographic groups of dimension d.
Let Γ be a crystallographic group. Due to Theorem 2.3, there is a short exact sequence
where M and G are the translation and point groups of Γ respectively. By convention we write M additively and G multiplicatively. Since M is a normal subgroup, Γ acts on it by conjugation:
It is clear that the translation part a acts trivially, so in fact, we can consider this to be an action of G on M . The action is faithful since, again according to Theorem 2.3, M is a maximal abelian subgroup. This allows us to treat M as a ZG-module and, after choosing a basis for M ∼ = Z d , identify G with a subgroup of GL d (Z). Definition 2.9. For a given G ≤ O(d) that acts on a d-dimensional lattice M ≤ R d we define the (G,M) crystal class to be the set of all space groups Γ with M being the group of translations and G being the point group.
We say that two crystal classes (G, M ) and
for all g ∈ G, m ∈ M . When we regard G and G ′ as subgroups of GL d (Z), this is equivalent to saying that G and G ′ are conjugate within GL d (Z).
We define the relation of Q-equivalence, as conjugacy of G and G ′ in GL d (Q). We abbreviate 'Z-(Q-)equivalence class' to 'Z-(Q-)class'. Alternative terms for Z-class and Q-class are arithmetic crystal class and geometric crystal class respectively.
Theorem (Jordan-Zassenhaus). For any integer d ≥ 1, there are finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups of GL d (Z). In particular, there are only finitely many possible Z-equivalence classes of a given dimension.
We must also be able to quantify how many crystallographic groups up to isomorphism there are in each arithmetic crystal class.
Each space group is an extension of G by M , and such extensions are classified (up to equivalence of extensions) by elements of H 2 (G, M ) [5, Section IV.3], which is a finite group [5, Proposition III.10.1]. It remains to decide which extension classes give rise to isomorphic groups. Theorem 2.10 (Third Bieberbach Theorem, Section 2.3 of [14] ). Any two crystallographic groups Γ, Γ ′ ≤ Isom(d) that are isomorphic as abstract groups are also conjugate in the group Aff(d) of affine homeomorphisms of R d . Remark. Here and elsewhere in the paper the notation N G (H) denotes the normalizer of a subgroup H of a group G.
Basic results on profinite completions
This section introduces elementary results on profinite groups. The main reference is the book [12] . Definition 3.1. An inverse set is a partially ordered set I such that for every i, j ∈ I there exists k ∈ I such that k ≤ i and k ≤ j. An inverse system is a family of sets {X i } {i∈I} , where I is a directed set, and a family of maps φ ij : X i → X j whenever i ≤ j, such that:
Denoting this system by (X i , φ ij , I), the inverse limit of the inverse system
When the X i are groups and the φ ij are group homomorphisms, the resulting inverse limit is a group. A profinite completion of a group is the following case of this general construction. Definition 3.2. Let G be a finitely generated group and let N denote the collection of all finite index normal subgroups of G. We can make N into an inverse set by declaring that for N i , N j ∈ N we have N i ≤ N j whenever N i ⊆ N j . In this case, there are natural epimorphisms φ NiNj : G/N i → G/N j . The inverse limit of the inverse system (G/N i , φ NiNj , N ) is the profinite completion of G and is denoted by G.
Note that the maps G → G/N i give a natural map G → G. This map is injective if and only if G is residually finite.
We equip the quotients G/N i with discrete topology and consider the topology on G that is induced by the product topology on Ni∈N G/N i . The following are standard facts about the topology of profinite completions. Profinite completions contain all information about finite quotients of a group in the following sense. Let G 1 and G 2 be finitely generated abstract groups. Then G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic as topological groups if and only if the sets of (isomorphism types of ) finite quotients of G 1 and G 2 coincide. Proposition 3.7 (Proposition 3.2.2 of [12] ). If G is a finitely generated residually finite group, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set X of subgroups of G with finite index, and the set Y of all open subgroups of G. Identifying G with its image in the completion, this correspondence is given by:
It is elementary that a finitely generated virtually abelian group is residually finite. In particular, crystallographic groups are residually finite. The profinite completion of a residually finite group is abelian if and only if the group itself is abelian. Hence Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 2.5 together imply the following proposition. 
Profinite properties of crystallographic groups
Let Γ 1 and Γ 2 be crystallographic groups of dimension d, with translation groups M 1 and M 2 and point groups G 1 and G 2 respectively. Suppose Γ 1 ∼ = Γ 2 . By Proposition 3.8 there must be a short exact sequence of isomorphisms
Given a basis for each M i , so that the G i are realised as subgroups of GL d (Z), this isomorphism states that G 1 and G 2 are conjugate as subgroups of the group GL d ( Z) of continuous automorphisms of Z d .
Hence a first key question to be answered when deciding whether crystallographic groups are distinguished by their profinite completions is the following. 
Remark. We note that it is not true in general that conjugacy in GL d ( Z) implies conjugacy in GL d (Z)-see Funar [7] . The authors are not aware of any finiteorder examples, however.
Let us now suppose that the answer to this question is affirmative-so that crystallographic groups with the same profinite completion are necessarily in the same Z-class. We classify the profinite isomorphism types of space groups in a given arithmetic class in terms of an action on cohomology; this analysis is almost identical to the discrete case, but we nevertheless include it for completeness.
Let Γ 1 and Γ 2 be space groups in the same arithmetic class, so that both may be considered to be extensions of a given finite group G by a given G-
To describe these groups as cohomology classes in H 2 (G, M ) represented by particular cocycles G 2 → M , choose a section σ 1 : G → Γ 1 . Define also a section σ 2 : G → Γ by
The action of G on M is induced by conjugation in the group Γ i via the formula
By Theorem 2.3, this action is faithful, so the natural map G → Aut(M ) ⊆ Aut( M ) is injective, and we may consider G to be a subgroup of Aut M . We note that φ is an element of N Aut M (G), conjugation by which induces the map ψ, for:
At the level of cocycles, Γ i is represented by a 2-cocycle ζ i given by
Using the definition of σ 2 , we now find immediately that
This formula defines the standard action of N Aut M (G) on H 2 (G, M ), so ζ 1 and ζ 2 are in the same orbit of this action.
Conversely, given two extensions Γ 1 and Γ 2 of G by M , with sections σ 1 and σ 2 yielding representative cocycles ζ 1 and ζ 2 , if we have some φ ∈ N Aut M (G) such that the relation (2) holds, it may be readily verified that the map Φ :
is a continuous isomorphism. This concludes the proof of the following statement. 
Computational considerations
The previous section gave us a two-part formulation of our task to decide whether space groups in dimension d have distinct profinite completions:
• to decide whether distinct conjugacy classes of finite subgroups of GL d (Z) may become conjugate in GL d ( Z); and
• to compute the action of a normalizer of a finite group G in GL d ( Z) on the cohomology group H 2 (G, Z d ).
In this section we describe the methods for doing this in practice, and which allowed us to answer Question 1.1 in the affirmative in dimensions 2, 3 and 4.
The GAP package CrystCat
We make use of the program GAP [8] , equipped with the package CrystCat [6] to enable our computations. Among the data provided by this package, of which we make use, are:
• A list of Q-classes of crystallographic point groups in dimensions d = 2, 3 or 4;
• for each Q-class, a list of the Z-classes contained within it, and a representative finite subgroup of GL d (Z) for each Z-class;
• finite presentations for the point group of a Z-class, consistent across all Z-classes in a given Q-class;
• the number of space group types in a given Z-class.
Conjugacy problems in Z
Of key importance in the present paper is the ability to decide conjugacy problems over the profinite integers Z or the p-adic integers Z p . Let A = {A 1 , . . . , A k } and B = {B 1 , . . . , B k } be tuples of d × d integral matrices. Let π be some finite set of primes and let Z π denote the ring
We wish to decide computationally whether there exists some X ∈ GL d (Z π ) such that X −1 A i X = B i for all i. This may profitably be rephrased as a linear problem: let T A,B be the kd 2 × d 2 integer matrix corresponding to the map
where we implicitly identify the set of m × n matrices over a ring R with R mn . We now have to consider the linear condition T A,B (X) = 0, together with the non-linear condition that det(X) ∈ Z × π . We break this into two stages: a solution modulo q = {p ∈ π} and the question of whether this solution may be 'lifted' to a solution over Z π .
The business of seeking a solution modulo q is a finite question: we simply solve the linear equation A i X − XB i = 0 over each field F p , and discard such solutions as have determinant zero. If no solutions remain for some p, then we are done: the tuples A and B are not conjugate in GL d (Z π ). Otherwise one may use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to produce a list of the elements of GL d (Z/qZ) which conjugate A to B. We wish to discover whether any of these elements is the modulo q reduction of an element of GL d (Z π ) which conjugates A to B.
Now suppose X 0 is some matrix in GL d (Z/qZ) which conjugates A to B modulo q. We may take some integer matrix X 0 which maps to X 0 on reduction modulo q. Then there exist integer matrices E i such that
The elements of GL d (Z π ) which are equivalent to X 0 modulo q are those of the form X 0 + qY where Y is any d × d matrix over Z π . All these matrices have determinant coprime to q, so are indeed invertible over Z π . Such a matrix conjugates A to B if and only if
for each i. We must therefore decide whether (E i ) i∈I is contained in the image of T A,B over Z π .
Let M be an n × m integer matrix and π a set of primes. We ask which integer points x ∈ Z m are in the image of the map T M : Z n π → Z m π specified by M and solve the question in the following manner. Let S be the Smith normal form of M over Z, and let P and Q be the invertible integer matrices such that M = P SQ. Since P and Q are invertible over Z, it follows that x ∈ Z m is in the image of T M if and only if P −1 (x) is in the image of the map T S : Z n π → Z m π specified by S. The Smith normal form S has no off-diagonal elements; let the non-zero on-diagonal entries be d 1 , . . . , d r . Then the image of the map T S is plainly a sum d 1 Z π ⊕ · · · ⊕ d r Z π whose integral points are
Write each d i as a productd i ·e i , whered i is divisible only by primes from π and e i is not divisible by any element of π. Then d i Z π ∩ Z =d i Z. Form therefore a new matrixS by replacing each non-zero entry d i of S withd i . The integral points of the image of T M are now exactly the image over Z of the integral matrix PS, which may be computed without difficulty.
Being thus in possession of a method for deciding conjugacy problems in GL d (Z π ), we make a few remarks on its implementation in the present case to show that particular finite subgroups of GL d (Z) are not conjugate in GL d ( Z).
First observe that conjugacy in GL d (Q) is a necessary condition for conjugacy over Z-or indeed over any Z p . Suppose that the tuples of integer matrices A and B are conjugate in GL d (Q p ). Consider the kernel of the map
This map is specified by an integer matrix (with respect to the standard bases of the give vector spaces). It follows that the intersection Q d 2 ∩ker T A,B is dense in the whole kernel. This kernel has, by assumption, non-trivial intesection with the set of matrices with non-zero determinant-which is an open subset of Q d 2 p . Therefore there is some element of Q d 2 ∩ ker T A,B with non-zero determinant. This element exhibits that A and B are conjugate in GL d (Q).
Let G 1 and G 2 be two finite subgroups of GL d (Z), which are conjugate over GL d (Q). Let us suppose further that G 1 and G 2 are equipped with generating sets X 1 and X 2 , such that some isomorphism of G 1 with G 2 carries X 1 to X 2 . We remark that this is precisely the situation arising in our analysis of point groups given by the catalogue CrystCat: two point groups corresponding to two Z-classes contained in the same Q-class come equipped with generating sets of the type described above.
Any isomorphism G 1 → G 2 must then take X 1 to σ(X 2 ) for some σ ∈ Aut(G 2 ). In particular, to decide whether G 1 and G 2 are conjugate in GL d (Z π ), for some suitable finite set of primes π, we may apply the above machinations to the tuples A = X 1 and B = σ(X 2 ) for each σ.
In our code, to minimize the computational burden, we adopted the following sequential approach to attempt to show that the point groups G 1 and G 2 (corresponding to Z-classes in the same Q-class) are not conjugate over Z:
First compute the cohomology groups
where the coefficient groups are given the action concomitant with the representation of G 1 and G 2 as subgroups of GL d (Z)). This is a fast procedure, and a difference in the respective cohomology groups of G 1 and G 2 shows that these groups are not conjugate in GL d (Z/|G 1 |Z) and hence not in GL d ( Z). In order to dodge potentially lengthy and unenlightening checks for isomorphisms, we actually only compare the sizes of the homology groups in the code. The number of pairs of Z-classes whose point groups are shown not to be conjugate at each stage of the process are shown in Table 1 .
This proves sufficient to show that no two Z-classes have point groups which are conjugate in GL d ( Z), with one exception: the two Z-classes in the 4dimensional Q-class listed in the catalogue as (4, 20, 11) . In this case the point groups were given an ad hoc further test and were found to not be conjugate over
Remark. There is no contradiction here with the fact that these groups are found to be conjugate over Z 2 and Z 3 separately; it simply shows that the sets of isomorphisms G 1 → G 2 coming from conjugacies over Z 2 and Z 3 are disjoint.
Remark. One could ask, what if the finite groups were in fact conjugate in GL d ( Z)? How could this be readily shown, without checking infinitely many primes? For a given pair of tuples A and B which are conjugate in GL d ( Z), one can establish this conjugacy in the following manner.
Compute the Smith normal form of the matrix T A,B defined above and let π be the set of those primes dividing some non-zero entry of the Smith normal form. Let q = p∈π p. The effect of this choice is that the matrix S from the above discussion is equal to S. Then the process of lifting a modulo q conjugacy to a conjugacy over Z π now results in an integer matrix exhibiting this conjugacy. This integer matrix is an element of GL d (Z π ), and thus has nonzero determinant D. It therefore establishes conjugacy over Z p for all primes not dividing D, leaving only finitely many primes p for which conjugacy over Z p remains to be checked.
1. Firstly discard any Z-class which contains only one or two space group types-this information is provided by the package CrystCat. Note that since the Z-normalizer of G certainly contains the Z-normalizer of G, so the number of orbits under the Z-normalizer is less than or equal to the number of space groups (i.e. orbits under the Z-normalizer). If there is only one space group type, there is nothing to say. If there are two, we note that one of these orbits consists of the zero element of H 2 and cannot under any action by homomorphisms be carried to a non-zero element of H 2 . 3. Having found H 2 (G, M ), let e be its exponent-or e = 4 if the exponent happens to be 2. We next recompute H 2 (G, M ) in the form
in which form we may readily apply the action of N GL d (Z/eZ) (G). This may seem like a redundant step (and mathematically it is), but it is a necessary concession to speed: the bottleneck in computations is the computation of the normalizer N GL d (Z/eZ) (G), the computation time of which increases exponentially 2 with e. 4. Compute, using the inbuilt GAP routines, the modulo e normalizer N = N GLd(Z/eZ) (G) and the number of orbits of the action of N on H 2 (G, M ). If the number of orbits under action of this group N is equal to the number of space group types, we are done: making the acting group smaller cannot decrease the number of orbits.
5. If after the previous stage the situation is still unclear, we compute the action of N ′ = N GL d ( Z) (G) via its image in N . This is done by the methods in the previous section: for a particular element n ∈ N , conjugacy by which takes G to itself, we may decide whether it lifts to an element of GL d ( Z) having the same effect. The action of the group N ′ on H 2 (G, M ) may now be computed, and the number of orbits is equal to the number of isomorphism types of profinite completions of space groups in this Z-class. This may now be compared with the number of space group types. The number of Z-classes which are shown, at each stage, to have the property that the associated crystallographic group types have distinct profinite completions are tabulated in Table 2 . It is seen that in dimensions two, three and four all Z-classes have this property. When combined with the results from the previous subsection, this completes the establishment of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let Γ 1 and Γ 2 be crystallographic groups of dimension at most 4. If Γ 1 ∼ = Γ 2 then Γ 1 ∼ = Γ 2 .
